
8 actionable insights
CXOs can use to nurture
their future crop of leaders
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About This Report

Today’s virtual leaders are spending a lot more time growing and developing their 

teams than a year ago. Managing change, supercharging productivity and improving 

their team’s morale are at the top of their minds, and they want to learn from the best 

in the industry. This report provides C-level executives with the actionable steps they 

can take to nurture their current and future crop of leaders to not just survive, but 

thrive in a volatile business environment.
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Message
from the CEO

Motivating a distracted and dispersed workforce, driving transformation and identifying digital business opportunities — the demands 

placed on today’s leaders have intensified over the last year. Organisations sped up the digitalisation of customer interactions and 

internal operations by three to four years, while the share of digital products in their portfolios accelerated by seven years.1 

While these statistics make for encouraging reading, pre-pandemic data suggests that there is a lot more organisations can do to equip 

leaders with the skills required to navigate a turbulent period. A 2019 Deloitte report highlighted that although 86% of CEOs identified 

strengthening organisational leadership as a top priority, less than half of them felt that their organisation met this need.2

These statistics are startling if we consider the immense role effective leaders play. Leadership development programmes have the 

potential to shift mindsets among employees and equip them with the skills needed to carry out digital transformation successfully.3  

There is a clear impact on the bottom line that shouldn’t be under-estimated as companies who invest in their leaders deliver 

significantly higher stock market returns than those who lack in this aspect.4  Having effective leaders is also key to talent retention as one 

in three employees cite bad bosses as a major reason for quitting.5

Since early last year, we’ve been encouraged by the growing interest we’ve received from organisations to develop their leaders and 

support them in not just navigating, but thriving through this period. A large portion of these enquiries have been driven by C-suite 

leaders themselves, highlighting how crucial leadership development and digital transformation are for organisations to succeed in 

what’s promising to be an exciting period filled with opportunities. Today, more than 24,000 leaders in multinationals across APAC use 

Tigerhall to grow their skillset and seek inspiration to succeed.

As we approach the halfway point of 2021, we’ve launched this report to provide a deeper understanding on how today’s leaders are 

seeking inspiration to thrive in a volatile environment by upskilling. We’ll be diving into Tigerhall data from Q1 of 2020 to Q1 of 2021 to 

investigate areas such as the content leaders have been spending time on, the kind of profiles they seek knowledge from, their preferred 

formats for learning, and more. The trends revealed in this report will give you the actionable insights needed to empower leaders with 

the tools to take your organisation to new heights over the next couple of years.

Nellie Wartoft
CEO of Tigerhall
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Top takeaways from the report

Leaders are spending more
time learning this year than last year. 
(47% year-on-year increase)

Growth mindsets

The future CXOs External perspectives

CXOs are in demand

Popular timings

Favourite formats

Leading through change

Trending

Among the different seniorities, 
manager-level leaders have the 
biggest appetite for personal 
development. They spend 75% more 
time than the average user
on upskilling.

Podcasts are popular.  Leaders spend 
3.5x more time learning from 
Podcasts than readable formats.

Among the different seniority levels, 
C-suite leaders spend the most 
time learning from people in non-
business roles (such as athletes, 
psychologists and more).

Strong alignment between learning 
patterns and the challenges leaders 
face today. Content on leadership 
development, managing change 
and boosting productivity have 
soared in consumption. 

More than half of leaders
want to learn from CXOs, including 
C-suite leaders themselves.

Keywords such as ‘change’, 
‘resilience’ and ‘innovation’ top the 
charts for the most searched words. 

8am to 9am, 12pm to 2pm and 
6pm to 7pm: these are the periods of 
the day that leaders spend the most 
time learning.
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An increased
appetite amongst
leaders to grow
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While the world started to understand the 

severity of COVID-19 in Q1 of 2020, it was Q2 

of the same year when the true impact of the 

pandemic on lifestyles and workplaces was 

truly felt. Social distancing measures were 

announced by governments throughout Asia 

towards the middle of March 2020 and early 

April 2020, prompting the closure of offices 

and other physical operations of many 

businesses.

Left to their own devices as telecommuting 

became the norm, Tigerhall data reports 

a significant increase in upskilling efforts 

among leaders. There was a 39% increase in 

time spent learning on Tigerhall per user 

between Q1 of 2020 and Q2 of 2020.

A further analysis of Tigerhall data suggests 

that the uptick in learning was not a one-

off result of the seismic changes in work 

dynamics and lifestyles that happened 

in Q2 of 2020. Using Q1 of 2020 as the 

basis for comparison again, Tigerhall data 

highlights a 47% year-on-year increase 

in time spent learning among users in Q1 

of 2021. This suggests that although there 

was no exponential growth following the 

uptick reported in Q2 of 2020, there is still 

a sustained increase in learning amongst 

professionals a year after the pandemic’s 

true impact was felt.

Time spent learning

Q1 2020 Q2 2020

+39%

Q1 2021

Increased
Appetite

for Growth

+47%
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What’s on the minds 
of today’s leaders?
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Now that an increased desire to learn has 

been established, it’s important to zoom in 

on the specific areas of growth that leaders 

have been prioritising. Tigerhall curates 

content according to the key aspects of a 

professional’s career, including leadership 

development, career enablement, sales, 

marketing, stakeholder management, data 

science, communication skills and more. 
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• The topic that dominated the chart was leadership development as leaders seeked inspiration 

to guide their teams and organisations through a crisis. In the communicating as a 

leader category, users picked up insights on dealing with subordinates with empathy and 

mentoring them through a tough time. Leaders were and are still keen to boost their team’s 

performance while senior executives continue to access the C-suite leadership category 

to gain insights on guiding their organisations through a turbulent couple of years. Notably, 

managing change and business transformation saw an uptick between 2020 and Q1 2021, 

indicating that the process of transformation for many organisations are not just spilling over 

from last year, but gathering pace.

• In addition to productivity, career, wellness and leadership, sales categories such as being 

the best sales performer and connecting with clients also ranked high in 2020 and Q1 2021 

respectively.

Comparing 2020 and Q1 2021:

• Personal productivity topped the chart in 2020 as the most consumed content category, 

a year where many saw their normal work routines disrupted as they scrambled to adapt 

to telecommuting. This trend continued in Q1 of 2021, an indication that leaders could be 

grappling with similar challenges this year.

• The lack of in-person interactions saw all things communication make its way to 

the top 5 for both periods as leaders sought insights on communicating effectively 

with colleagues in a virtual setting.  

• Well-being at work took its place in the top 10 for both periods as boundaries between work 

and life dissipated. Notably, the category climbed three spots in Q1 2021, highlighting an 

increasing importance placed on well-being this year.

• In periods where jobs were disrupted, career enablement categories such as personal 

branding and career advancement proved popular.

A strong alignment between learning patterns 
and the challenges professionals face today
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While the popularity of the content 

categories provides a macro view of what 

leaders have been consuming, Tigerhall data 

offers a granular view into what they have 

been seeking to learn on demand.

Popular search words in 2021 so far:

Team, resilience, innovation, change, 

leadership, small talk, remote work, data, 

decision, feedback, communication, 

marketing, culture, collaborate, startup, 

cloud, design thinking, curiosity, 

productivity, agile, sales, fintech

Popular search words in 2020:

Design thinking, data, leadership, 

sales, communication, sustainability, 

appraisal, marketing, change, innovation, 

presentation, finance, networking, AI, career, 

fintech, motivation, diversity, performance

The inspiration
leaders are
looking for 
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The importance
of microlearning
Applying modern-day
consumer trends for the
C-suite leaders of 2030
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Globally, 62% of millennials in the workforce 

take up a managerial position.6 Asia is 

leading the charge on this front, with 90%, 

85% and 85% of millennials in China, 

India and Japan respectively leading 

teams of all sizes. It’s therefore important 

to take into consideration the habits and 

behaviours of millennials -  a demographic 

not known for large attention spans, with 

a study reporting that they switch media 

types 27 times every non-working hour.7

A recent Deloitte report revealed that 

professionals can only afford to dedicate 

1% of a typical work week towards 

training and development.8  This equates 

to 24 minutes a week - highlighting the 

importance of making every second count 

when implementing upskilling programmes 

for leaders. 

These statistics make one proposition clear: 

time and attention spans of today’s leaders 

are a valuable commodity. The toolkits that 

are designed to help leaders grow should 

contain bite-sized content that can be fitted 

in available pockets of available time, as well 

as formats that millennials typically enjoy in 

order to grip their attention.
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Living in a smartphone society, the 

appeal of mobile-first learning has never 

been stronger. With people spending an 

average of 3 hours and 15 minutes a day 

on smartphones,9 integrating learning 

programmes into a professional’s first choice 

of device is an effective way to help them to 

grow. In addition to a mobile-first platform, 

designing training initiatives in mobile-first 

formats that are loved by consumers today 

will go a long way in boosting engagement 

rates. One content format that has soared in 

popularity over the last couple of years is the 

podcast. Tigerhall users consume podcasts 

3.5 times more than readable formats.

Succinct videos are also proving to be an 

effective format, with a report highlighting 

that 1 minute of video content was found 

to be equal to about 1.8 million written 

words for training retention.10 With social 

media continuing to play a big part in the 

lives of professionals today, popular formats 

such as Livestream can also be considered to 

make learning fun, interactive and engaging 

for leaders. Since its launch earlier this year, 

Tigerhall’s Livestream has seen engagement 

soar especially among the leaders using the 

app as they had the chance to interact live 

with the successful people in the industry 

coming on board to share their insights.
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Inside the habits
and preferences 
of leaders
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From taking up an internship to securing a 

dream leadership role, a typical leader goes 

through various important points in their 

careers. Tigerhall data sheds light on how a 

leader’s learning appetite varies according to 

the different stages they are in their career.

The biggest
investors in
personal growth

Managers spend CXOs spendThe amount of time
Directors and Heads of 
Departments spend on 
learning matches

more time learning
than the average user.

less time learning than
the average user. 

75 25% %
the average.
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Given Tigerhall’s model of upskilling 

from real-world, experienced leaders and 

practitioners in the industry (known as 

Thinkfluencers), user data provides useful 

insights into the kind of profiles that 

leaders and professionals are motivated 

to learn from. Once again, this segment 

is broken down according to the different 

seniority levels. 

CXOs: the most
in-demand
“teachers” in town

Learning from CXOs/MDs Learning from leaders from
Directors/Head of Business Functions

Learning from experts from
non-business backgrounds
(i.e. psychologists, athletes)

0.4%

62%

52%
57%

36%

4.7%

12.6%

43%

30%

Managers Directors & HDOs CXOs & MDs
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Tigerhall data reveals that users tend to capitalise on pockets of available time to grow 

their skill sets. The top three timings where users are the most active are the periods that 

are usually just before work, right after work and during lunch break. It is interesting to 

note that these periods are also popularly spent on activities such as having meals, doing 

chores and commuting to work. These findings highlight the importance of providing 

professionals with access to on-demand microlearning content that can give them the 

power to develop at their own time and convenience.

At which parts of the day do
leaders typically spend upskilling?

FUN FACT !
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1 2 3 4
The seismic changes we’ve seen in the 

workplace and the unique challenges that 

have surfaced over the past year have given 

rise to an increased appetite to upskill 

amongst leaders. Investing in leadership 

development is no longer just a good-

to-have, but an imperative for any 

organisation to succeed.

8 actionable insights
for today’s CXOs

There is a direct link between the content 

leaders are accessing and the challenges 

they face in their jobs and lives. Having 

consistent feedback loops to understand 

their needs is crucial to offering relevant 

and curated leadership development 

initiatives that solve real problems.

Results from Tigerhall’s search function 

not only reflects the areas that leaders are 

looking for content on, but also their desire 

to access insights and advice on demand. 

It is therefore important that leaders 

have the technology that enables them 

to pick up the knowledge and inspiration 

they need to solve a particular challenge 

immediately.

There is an increasing number of millennials 

taking up leadership roles, so leadership 

development programmes should cater to 

the habits and preferences of a digitally-

savvy, younger audience. Packaging 

content into digital formats that are 

popular among this demographic such 

as Podcasts, live streams and bite-sized 

videos will be key to engaging leaders.
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5 6 7 8
A leader’s learning habits vary across their 

careers. Tigerhall data highlighted that 

manager-level leaders spend 75% more time 

learning than the average user, whereas 

C-suite executives spend 25% less time 

upskilling than the average user. This goes 

to show that leadership development 

programmes must be customised 

according to the different demographics 

of a leader, instead of taking a one-size-

fits-all approach.

8 actionable insights
for today’s CXOs

C-suite leaders are the profiles that more 

than half of leaders using Tigerhall are 

learning from. This highlights a strong 

demand amongst leaders to learn from 

people in aspirational positions who 

have plenty of insights, mistakes and 

successes to share from the experience 

they’ve gathered while rising up a 

particular industry.

Providing external perspectives is an 

important feature when designing a 

leadership development programme for 

C-suite leaders. Among the different leader 

groups, C-suite leaders spent the most time 

learning from successful practitioners with 

non-business roles, including psychologists, 

athletes, neuroscientists, and more.

The top three periods in a day which leaders 

spend upskilling fall outside the core work 

timings. Organisations should therefore 

provide leaders with the flexibility to 

learn at their own convenience, and this 

can be made possible if content can be 

accessed anytime and anywhere through 

smartphones or other commonly-

used devices.
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Quotes from
industry
leaders

In a world of exponential innovation, it is easy to be taken by surprise. Organizations trapped

by linear thinking may not notice the steepening exponential curve until it’s too late and

they’re left behind by more nimble competitors and natural learners. I appreciate the insights

from this report because it’s clearly showing the growing need for top leaders to learn and

stay ahead of the change curve. At the same time, it demonstrates that engaging new formats

are emerging and that the way we consume information today is different than in the past.

Podcasts are probably one of the leading formats, but at the same time we now see a huge

diversity in formats emerging which leads us into a very exciting future of learning fueled by

the unwavering curiosity we all have. 

In the present disrupting and complex environment, leadership development is no more an 

option but should be an unpostponable priority for organizations. The report gives insights 

about building an eco-system for developing leaders. In addition to upskilling, the emphasis 

has to be on developing appropriate behaviours in managers at all levels that can inspire and 

engage people for positive business outcomes and personal satisfaction.

Borko Kovacevic
Chief Operating and Marketing Officer

Microsoft Singapore

Dr Anil K Khandelwal
Former Chairman

Bank of Baroda
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Methodology

The insights in this report is based on Tigerhall data collected from Q1 of 2020 to Q1 of 2021. The 

sample used for this research includes 24,000 leaders working in MNCs across various industries, 

including technology, financial services and consumer goods. The leaders who use Tigerhall 

have varying seniority levels and positions, including manager-level, director-level and C-level 

executives, and work in countries across the Asia Pacific including Singapore, India, Hong Kong, 

Malaysia, Australia, New Zealand, China, Indonesia and more. In addition to Tigerhall data, 

statistics that have been referenced in this report include industry studies and research.
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How Tigerhall can
empower your leaders

Tigerhall is a social learning platform that enables professionals, teams 
and enterprises to reach their goals by learning directly from the most 
successful business leaders and subject matter experts in the industry. 

Tigerhall currently partners with some of the most forward-thinking 
multinationals across the region in their quests to shift mindsets at scale. 

To understand how Tigerhall can support you in your organisation’s 
leadership development and digital transformation efforts, 

get in touch with us at yuri@tigerhall.com.
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